
  

More than a half century after President Lyndon Johnson announced the War on Poverty, poverty rates 
in the U.S. average 15% of the population, or 47 million people, among the highest in the industrialized 
world. It’s a living tragedy and a national disgrace. 

Just north of Center City, Philadelphia, still in the shadow of the iconic statue of William Penn atop City 
Hall, are some of the most blighted neighborhoods in America. Philadelphia is the poorest of America’s 
large cities, with more than 25% of its residents living below the poverty line. In many areas of North 
and West Philadelphia, the rate is 50% of more – twice the city average (see above chart of poverty 
rates by zip code). 

One of those areas is Broad & Erie in North Philadelphia, just a short subway 
ride from Center City.  There you will find a vibrant – if dilapidated – 
commercial district. Look up and you will see the long vacant Beury Building, a 
graffiti covered Art Deco classic that has been sitting vacant for years. Walk a 
few blocks in any direction, and you’ll see trash strewn vacant lots and 
crumbling buildings everywhere. Visit any of the neighborhood schools and 
you’ll find children who haven’t had a decent meal all day and teachers paying 
for food and supplies out of their own pockets because the state has cut 
funding and diverted resources to privately run “charter” schools. 

We must eliminate poverty in the US by attacking it where it lives, in the 
neighborhoods of Philadelphia and other cities and rural areas across the US. 
We must fix the crumbling infrastructure, provide a safe environment and 
quality education for all children, and decent jobs and job training for adults 
struggling to find work in a faltering economy. 
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